BACKGROUND
The Leary Family
The two people most closely associated with the Leary Brick operation were
George Leary, who inaugurated the place in the early 1900s, and oversaw its operation until
1917, and his son William, who revived the factory for six seasons, between 1947 and 1952.
These two men shared a proud determination and commitment to hard work. But they were
also quite different in other important ways. One was a dreamer, an entrepreneur at heart
looking to make a name for himself and a fortune for his family. The other had the outlook of
an engineer, attuned to problem-solving and the inherent pleasure of hand-work.
The following information, drawn from George Leary, 1849-1939, by Ina (Leary) Bramadat
for a 2010 family reunion, will reveal these qualities, along with additional background details
about these two men and other family members to help appreciate the human story behind the
bricks, metal and wood that mutely remain to suggest the physical aspect of the story.

George Leary Family and Activities
George Leary was born in Kilkenny County, Ireland on September 15, 1849, the son of John
and Maria (Sneyd) Leary. He was the youngest of eight children, and apparently did not boast
a middle name. George was still a young child when his father moved the family to Jamaica,
where he took up a position with the Royal Mail Service.
Dates of chronology are fuzzy, but the family appears to have been in Jamaica for only a few
years, turning up in the 1861 Dominion Census in the Huron District of Upper Canada (later
Ontario). It is likely that the Learys were joining Sneyd family members in the area.
In the 1871 census, George Leary was living with the family near Wingham, Ontario, and was
apparently teaching school, presumably with some kind of educational training. By 1874,
however, George and his brother John Jr. were seeking new opportunities, planning for another
momentous journey – this time heading west, and to the new province of Manitoba, just
recently added to the Canadian Confederation. George would have been 24 at this time,
apparently just another of the thousands of young men pouring into Manitoba with prospects
and ideas.
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George Leary in later life.

It is presumed that George and John Jr. made their way, as did most settlers at this time, still
without a trans-Canada railway connection, via American railways to Fargo-Moorhead, and
thence by steamship up to Winnipeg. Mrs. Bramadat’s record indicates that the two Leary
brothers started out in July of 1874, with a small party of other homesteaders, to an area south
and west of Winnipeg, at a location that would ultimately become a thriving community called
Nelsonville.
George and John Jr. were at the vanguard of a major land-rush to this area, with its fertile
farmland, tree cover (for buildings and fuel), and watercourses. By 1876 the so-called Pembina
Mountain Settlement was a growing community, and when it was incorporated as the Town of
Nelsonville in 1882, it had a population of nearly 1,000 people. The town had a mill, post
office, three general stores, two hotels, two livery stable and feed barns, a photography shop, a
branch of the Dominion Lands Office, a bookstore, machine warehouse, meat market,
blacksmith shop, three churches, a jewelry store, and several other businesses. Residents were
convinced that their central location ensured that the railway would ultimately pass through the
settlement and that the town would become second only to Winnipeg and perhaps Brandon.
George was one of the fortunate bachelors who found one of the “pretty girls” that a Manitoba
Free Press correspondent had referred to in an 1878 tribute to the Pembina area settlement. On
March 29, 1880 he married Armintha Loretta Ager of the nearby Rosebank District. “Mint,” as
George called her, was born in Napanee Ontario on September 15, 1864 and had come to
Manitoba with her parents in 1876. The Ager family lived northeast of Nelsonville at Ager
Corner, the site of Ager School and Ager Church. George and Armintha operated a general
store in Nelsonville, and George also served as postmaster from 1882 to 1886.
George and John Jr.’s activities at Nelsonville attracted others of the Leary clan, who came to
the area throughout these pioneer years. Eldest sister Anna Maria Elliott and her family arrived
in Nelsonville and homesteaded just to the east in 1877. Brother Benjamin and his son Orlando
(and three stepsons) followed shortly after. Another brother, William, came with his wife
Sarah and five children, in 1880, settling further west near Swan Lake. And even the Leary
parents, John Sr. and Maria, joined the family in Nelsonville in 1880.
Unfortunately, the much-anticipated railway connection bypassed the burgeoning little
community of Nelsonville. The nearby town of Morden was chosen by the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company over Nelsonville as a hub of the line, and by 1884-85 an exodus began.
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An advertisement jam-packed with information for George Leary’s General Store – this
from the December 1, 1883 edition of the
Nelson Mountaineer (p. 5).

People moved whole buildings to Morden (several of which still stand there) and the town of
Nelsonville quickly disappeared. Today there is only a cairn standing at the site.
George and Armintha stayed on in Nelsonville until the town finally folded, and as one of the
last residents, George played a role in winding down the affairs of the town. The exact date of
the Learys’ departure from the Nelsonville area is unknown. There are reports of them in
Morden, building a hotel (which was toppled in a windstorm during its construction), and then
ultimately in Winnipeg, by 1890. George would have been 41 years of age at this time, a man
seasoned by opportunity and defeat. Armintha would have been 26.
Other Learys stayed in the Pembina Hills area. John Jr. and his family moved west to the Swan
River district. Benjamin and his son Orlando moved to the Roseisle area. Sister Anna Maria
had lost her husband by this time, but remarried and moved to Morden. And John Sr. died in
1881 in Nelsonville, and was buried at Morden’s Hillside Cemetery.
George and Armintha embarked on new adventures while in Winnipeg, one of the first being
the creation of a family. They already had one son, John Sutton George Leary, born in
Nelsonville in 1883 (another Nelsonville son, born in 1886, did not survive infancy), and
added to their family with Charles Evan (1889) and Loretta Kathleen (1892).
In terms of work life, George Leary now embarked on a whole new career path. It appears that
his years in Nelsonville had instilled in him a vigour and determination that would take him
through the next 20 years of his life, and he will appear as a man with many irons in many
fires.
In 1890, and for several years, he was an accountant in the provincial government offices, and
the family was living at 16 Colony Street, a pleasant middle-class area a short walk from the
Legislative Building. Two years later he was working for the Treasury Department and the
family had moved a little further west to 300 Furby Street. For two years, 1893-95, the whole
family was decamped to Ireland, where George served as a Dominion Immigration Agent. In
this capacity he toured the country, giving lectures and persuading as many Irish families as
possible to take a chance on Canada – and Manitoba. It is presumed that his hands-on
experience at Nelsonville stood him in good stead as one with first-hand knowledge of the
country, and of the challenges and opportunities. It is also thought that his growing interest in
politics, and support of the Conservative party (which was then in power federally) must have
had some positive effect on his selection for the position.
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Armintha Leary, ca. 1900.

George Leary was often noted as a gifted public speaker – clear and persuasive. And the
articles he developed for these purposes show a rational and detailed thinker, attentive to his
audience and his mission. The Learys sojourn in Ireland produced one more benefit – a new
son and brother, William Allan Stanislaus, born in Dublin on October 16, 1894. The family
arrived back in Canada on July 7, 1895, and were back in Winnipeg within a week.
On the return to Winnipeg, from 1895 to1897, George is noted as a bookkeeper at the Grain
Exchange, and in 1898 he is identified as a partner in the firm Roblin and Leary, Grain Buyers.
He was also a partner with Mr. Roblin in a firm called Dominion Elevators, the grain elevator
arm of that business. During this period the Leary family also grew, with the addition in 1898
of Ager Valentine; another son, Arthur Winston; died in infancy in 1900.
It is certainly through this time, the late 1890s and early 1900s, where George Leary became
seriously involved in all matter of political activities, in particular as they related to his beloved
Conservative Party. He was on the executive of the Conservative Club, working behind the
scenes to promote the party and its leaders – one of whom was his friend and business partner,
Rodmond Palen Roblin, who was from Carman, not too far from the old Nelsonville-MordenRoseisle area of Mr. Leary’s earlier life. George was the first president of the Maple Leaf
Protective League, later the Maple Leaf Conservative Club. He was also closely involved as
Secretary for Hugh John Macdonald’s failed bid for the federal seat in Brandon ultimately won
by Clifford Sifton late in 1900. It is certainly notable that Hugh John, the only son of former
Prime Minister John A. Macdonald, had briefly been Premier of Manitoba, from January to
October of 1900.
But it was surely his connections to Mr. Roblin that would have a lasting effect on George
Leary’s life, and also incidentally on the development of the Leary Brick operation (more on
that in the next section). For Rodmond Palen Roblin would become Manitoba’s Premier on 29
October, 1900, and would serve in that capacity until May 12, 1915 – thus nearly 15 years.
Roblin’s tenure was a controversial one, clouded at the end by the Legislative Scandal, in
which he and many of his associates were accused (and proven) to have been involved in
misappropriation of funds and overspending. But it must be acknowledged that the Roblin
administration also was a progressive one, responsible for expanding the province’s boundaries
to their current limits, and negotiating an agreement to see the Canadian Northern Railways
build an alternate route to the lakehead, and putting control of the rates into the hands of the
province. His government also promoted significant expansions in health, education and road
services, all of which were required by Manitoba's rapidly growing population.
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managed to get extensive coverage in both
the Irish press and back home in Manitoba.
Under the headline “The Great Canadian
West,” The Daily Nor-Wester printed the
following item from the Dublin Weekly
Freeman (Dublin, 18 September 1894) as
part of his ongoing efforts to promote Canada.
Dear Sir – May I trouble you to publish the
following [several] extracts from letters of Mr.
John Davis, late of Stoneyfield Co. Kilkenny,
who sailed to Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, on
the 23rd of April past? The extracts will be of
interest to many of your readers, as Mr. Davis
was universally esteemed, and had a wide
circle of friends and acquaintances who will
be glad to learn his honest and unbiased
opinion of the Canadian West. I enclose the
original letters, which, having verified the
extracts quoted, kindly return.
Very truly yours,
George Leary
Canadian Government Agent

Roblin's Tories created Manitoba's first crown corporations, expropriating Bell's telephone
services to create a state-owned system—the first effective public utilities system in Canada.
The government also started a state-owned system of grain elevators to assist farmers.
It was in this kind of feverish can-do climate that we can ultimately see a place for someone
like George Leary. But before he entered Roblin’s government orbit, George Leary was
involved in a new venture, and from 1903 to 1905 was active in real estate, in the firm of
Walker & Leary, with offices in Winnipeg, Saskatoon and St. Paul, Minnesota. When that
opportunity appears to have diminished, he was finally ready for the call form his old friend,
now the Premier.
And that call, in 1905, appears to have brought George Leary deep into the Roblin orbit, where
he was a regular, and even powerful, character in the early years of the administration. In 1905
he was identified as the new departmental auditor for the provincial government, responsible,
according the Morning Free Press of February 18, 1905, for “thoroughly reorganizing the
department system of accounts, and systematizing them … He has a large [office] at the north
end of the agricultural department … and will be responsible to the minister only [who actually
was Roblin, in addition to being Railway Commissioner – thus two of the most important
government files at the time], and will exercise control over the whole of the deputy ministers
and chief clerks in all financial matters.”
The next five years of George Leary’s activities are not entirely clear. We do know, via census
and newspaper accounts, that the family was still in Winnipeg, on Furby Street, in 1908, and
perhaps George was still involved in provincial government administration at this time. But
certainly that sojourn of his life was to be shortly over, for we do know that from perhaps 1911
(other records suggest 1912) and until 1914 George and Armintha and some of the younger
ones were living in Chilliwack, British Columbia with his brother John, who had moved there
in 1911.
While we do know that he was active in the development of the brick operation down in the
Boyne River Valley, beginning in 1902, it does not appear that any of the Learys actually lived
there until after 1910, when the family assumed sole ownership of the brickyard. It is
presumed that hired men—managers, skilled brick people and labourers—lived on site, at a
boarding house.
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George Leary does not seem to have shared
Rodmond

Roblin’s

famous

disdain

for

women’s suffrage (which finally came in
Manitoba in 1917). In a speech he delivered
at the Winnipeg Opera House in 1899, it was
noted that he “opened his address by paying
a very high compliment to the ladies and
stated that personally he was strongly in
favour of having the franchise extended to the
fair sex as it is at present in New Zealand and
repudiated the idea entertained by some
persons that the franchise would tend to
demoralize the ladies. The ‘hand that rocks
the cradle rules the world.’ Why should that
not apply in politics as well as other spheres
of life? Another thing, if the ladies are with us
who can be against us?”

It is around 1910 that Leary activity at the brickyard site starts to include actual Leary family
members, and also of the construction of various other buildings – houses especially. And it
seems likely that George and Armintha are now present more often, and then perhaps for keeps
after their return from British Columbia. It is noted in one of George’s obituaries that he was
retired in 1915. Other records show him as retired to Learys in 1919. And so around this
time—1915-19—when he was between 66 and then 70 years old, it might appear that George
Leary was gracefully ensconced at his property down near Roseisle.
But as we have seen, that was not George Leary’s way. We have in the Leary papers a copy of
a letter dated in 1915 requesting of the new provincial Minister of Agriculture (and also of
Immigration), Valentine Winkler, a position in the new civil service. Given Leary’s proud and
active Conservative heritage, we might be agog at his effrontery to be contacting a Liberal
cabinet minister, and also not surprised that the request was not followed up. But then we also
know of George’s ambition, and also presumably his charm, even in the face of his
adversaries.
And then eight years later, in 1923, there are family records noting a complaint George was
developing against his old friend, partner and political benefactor, Rodmond Roblin. In those
papers, George claimed that Roblin had bilked him of shares in the old Dominion Elevators
Company, reneging on a hand-shake deal whereby Roblin would hold George’s shares while
he dealt with another financial matter – George claimed that Roblin never did return the shares.
It does not appear that Leary was successful in this complaint, and tends to suggest an
antagonism between the two men that might have led to George’s departure from the
provincial service years earlier.
But perhaps by 1925 George Leary was finally ready to really retire. He was 76 years old.
Armintha was 61. Time to call it quits. And so we hear little of their quiet and perhaps even
modest lives for the next 14 years, until George’s death – on April 3, 1939, a few months shy
of his 90th birthday. Armintha passed away on March 29, 1948, at the age of 85. They are
buried side by side at Roseisle Cemetery.
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George Leary, finally retired to the old brick
factory site, seen here ca. with a fine crop of
sunflowers.

William Leary Family and Activities
William Leary, born in Ireland in 1894, when the family was on a two-year sojourn while
George undertook immigration activities on behalf of the Canadian government, was only 16
years old when the full-fledged Leary operation took hold, in 1910. And while it is not clear
how often he was at the site, William (known to his family as Bill) must have been intrigued
by the buildings and machinery.
In terms of his actual biography, the first we hear of Bill as a notable member of the family is
in 1914, about a year after he had begun his studies at Brandon College. It was the outbreak of
World War I, and Bill was 19 years of age, and was acknowledged as the first student from the
college to enlist in the Canadian Expeditionary Force.
Bill Leary attained the rank of Captain, and was involved in several battles in the campaign.
One serious event was to have consequences later in his life: his gas mask slipped off one day
while leading his men into battle and the effects were to prove damaging to his health ever
after.
When Bill returned home after the war, in 1918, he took over part of the Leary property for
farming; his brother Val, also active in the war, took over another part of the site – Bill was
where the brick factory was located; and Val was to the west.
Bill Leary married Edith Jane Fraser, of nearby Altamont on July 28, 1931; she had been born
on March 13, 1904. So that makes him 37 years old; and her 27. Over the course of the next
nine years they would have five children, with another dying in infancy in 1945.
While he was happily involved in his farming work, Bill’s family recalls him consistently
fretting about the old brick factory, and his plans to get it up and running again. We can
suppose that old George Leary, well into his eighties by now, but living on-site, must have
been a fairly constant cheerleader.
As it turned out, in fact, William Leary was to have a more intimate and lasting connection to
the Leary Brick operation than his father George. For while George Leary inaugurated the
operation, he actually had no brick-making skills (or interest, apparently) – he was a capitalist
and entrepreneur, and the Leary operation was, he hoped, to be a major money-making
venture. George Leary left much of the operational activity and oversight to others, while he
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William Leary, ca 1940.

carried on a very busy and highly responsible business and political career in Winnipeg,
rubbing shoulders with the great and powerful.
William was different.
According to family history, Bill was working quite assiduously with his father, and others, to
revive the old brick factory in the late 1930s. But those plans were upset with the onset of
World War II, in 1939. Bill joined the armed forces immediately, but because of age and
earlier war injuries was required to serve on the home front with the Veterans’ Guard. He also
headed up a Mobile Recruiting Unit in Northwest Ontario and Manitoba, and was often in
Brandon. Several pieces of war-time correspondence suggest his ongoing interest in the Leary
Brick factory site – these are included in the next section.
After the war Bill went full-bore on getting the factory up and running, hired local men to clear
up the old site and worked with them to get machinery running again. His right-hand man in
much of this work, and indeed for the course of this second life of the Learys brick operation,
was Rodmond (Rod) Ager, his brother-in-law.
And when Bill Leary was finally able to move the place into action, in 1947, it is important to
note that several of his children were often at his side, at least doing minor chores. There are
even pay records, from the late 1940s, for Carlton and Donald. It can’t be doubted that the
other boys, Bryson and Alvin, also helped out. And even kid sister Ina was involved, although
she will note with a sly smile that her assistance—making and serving thousands of lunches—
did not appear to warrant a payday. An important aspect of this teenaged involvement with
their father’s endeavour was that we have their recollections of processes and activities, and
thus invaluable first-hand accounts of work at the brick site.
In early 1953 Bill Leary was seriously injured when a tree that he and a hired man were cutting
for the kiln operation fell on him, and on March 15, 1953 he passed away at Deer Lodge
Military Hospital in Winnipeg, at the age of 58. His wife Edith passed away on January 7 in
1986, just short of her 82nd birthday. They are buried together at Altamont Cemetery.
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Edith (Fraser) Leary.

BACKGROUND
A Brief Corporate History
In 1900 George Leary purchased land near Roseisle on 13-6-8 W, about
three miles west of where his in-laws, John and Catherine Ager, had relocated, and also in the
general vicinity of others of the Leary clan. The property lay in the valley of the South Boyne
River, and while picturesque and peaceful, it might have seemed an odd choice for a man then
51 years old –well past the age for embarking on a farming career. And so we must assume
that Mr. Leary had other options in mind.
It certainly helps to note George Leary’s interest, at this same time, in the activities of a man
named David Anthony Keizer. In January of 1901, Mr. Keizer, with some financial backing
from George Leary, was offering shares in a new company whose significant claim to
prospective investors was a novel brick-making machine. Mr. Keizer was a consulting
engineer who claimed to have been working on his brick machine for 28 years, finally
perfecting a gadget that would manufacture 20 million bricks in 100 days. With that majestic
figure, the company expected to “be able to command a good share of the trade of 15-20
million brick sold in Winnipeg annually.” (Manitoba Gazette, 2 February 1901, p. 66; “A New
Industry”) Any unsold brick was going to be used in business blocks and houses which the
company would build and then offer for rent or sale. It was also claimed that the Keizer
machine could turn out 24 different types of ornamental and ordinary bricks and combined old
and new (soft and dry) pressed methods of brick making.
While the Keizer-Leary proposal was able to purchase 100 acres of land in St. Paul
Municipality, the presumed operation never did materialize. Mr. Keizer appears to have
continued on in other business ventures in Winnipeg until the early 1920s. But George Leary
quickly turned his brick-making intentions to his new purchase near Roseisle.
It may have been from the very start that George Leary understood that his new property
contained a major deposit of shale, perfect for making high-quality bricks via the increasingly
popular dry-press method of brick manufacture. He would have taken into account that the new
Canadian Northern Railway line had just reached Roseisle, in 1901, and was continuing west
through the valley; it would eventually traverse the valley by 1903.
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So it was just logical that in 1901 a company called the Boyne Valley Brick Works came into
being. It was announced in the April 1st edition of the Winnipeg Morning Telegram: “Letters
patent have been issued for incorporation of the following companies … [one of which was]
The Boyne Valley Brick Works Co. Ltd., [with] applicants J.R. Jones, W.R. Inman, Geo.
Leary, E. O’Reilly, H.J. Macdonald, all of Winnipeg; and John Ager of Roseisle. Capital
stock: $30,000 in 3,000 shares of $10 each.”
There appear to be reports of fevered activity at the site (see a following section, “Documents
and Recollections”), but these are slightly contradictory and confusing in many details, and so
it is questionable if the Boyne Valley Brick Works was really the impressive complex we see
today.
What we do know is that in 1905 the partnership was reformed as the Dominion Pressed Brick
Company, with George Leary’s new partners being Rodmond Roblin, John Hume Agnew,
Wilfred L. Roblin (all of Winnipeg), and Albert Clark of Carman. It was announced that this
reformed operation “would carry on a wholesale and retail iron, stone, brick, mortar, cement
and lumber business of general dealers in all kinds of contractors and builders supplies with a
total capital stock of $60,000. The operations of the company will be carried out at Leary’s,
Boyne Valley, Man., with its chief place of business at Winnipeg.” (Morning Telegram, April
10, 1905)

John George Leary (George Junior).

The inclusion in the incorporation papers of the Premier of Manitoba, and presumably his
brother (Wilfred), along with John Agnew, who was the province’s Provincial Treasurer from
1904 to 1908, actually seems more in line with the obvious expense that the Leary site
conveys. These were wealthy and connected men. We might logically presume that this is
when the real Learys went up. In fact, there continues to be whispered family allusions to this
turn of events, as will be discussed in “Documents and Recollections.”
And in terms of chronology, we also know that in 1910, the Dominion Pressed Brick Company
was taken over wholesale by the Learys – George, Armintha, John George and Charles Evan
(known to the family as Ev), and given one more name – Learys Brick Company. It is
interesting that the word Learys was not spelled with an apostrophe – all corporate references
and letterheads maintain that spelling. And one wonders if this was deliberate – to suggest a
plural rather than a possessive connotation.
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Ina Leary, John George’s wife.

We also observe that the two brothers noted in the new company, John (known more
commonly by the family by one of his middle names, and thus George Jr.) and Ev were
respectively 27 and 21, young men coming into their own. Even the two younger sons,
William and Ager, were respectively 16 and 12 years old – likely capable of doing some kind
of work at the newly activated factory.
The next four to seven years of activity at Learys (1910-1914/1917) are not entirely clear. We
do know that George Jr. managed the operation and built the “Brick House” on the site in ca.
1911, and that Ev followed him, as manager and with his own brick house further north and
east in about 1912. Ev seems to have kept the operation going, at least to 1914, the outbreak of
World War I, and if family recollections are correct, even into 1917, when it is thought that the
Learys Brick Company operation shut down.
The years after World War I, and even through most of the Great Depression of the 1930s left
the Leary brick site essentially abandoned – not an uncommon fate for the many brick factories
brought low by new and painful circumstances during this period. But it appears that the
Learys were not quite ready to throw in the towel. George Leary was still in the saddle, and
while sons George Jr., Ev and Ager had moved on, son William appeared ready and able to
give the project another shot.
And so in the late 1930s, the Learys worked to set the dis-used brick site—especially the kiln
and shale-crushing and brick-pressing machinery—in good working order. The onset of World
War II, in 1939, would derail these plans, but when the war was over, William Leary was back
at it, and after two more years of refitting, a new Leary operation, this time called Leary Brick
Works, was ready to fire its first kiln of bricks in 1947.
It appears that, unlike his father, William Leary had a much more hands-on relationship with
the brick operation, and also had several of his children as part of several season’s work gangs.
The new operation was running smoothly for six seasons, in a reduced capacity certainly (by
this time there were really only major players around), but likely able to target-market the
bright red dry-pressed brick for specialty projects. And then early in 1953 William Leary died
– the result of a work accident at the brick plant. And with William’s demise came the demise
of the Leary brick-making operation. There was an attempt in 1962 by Erven Tallman of
Winnipeg to revive the place, which he had purchased from the Learys, but his first kiln was a
failure and he abandoned his project, selling the property back to the family. The facility has
been silent since, at 2018 unused for 56 years.
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Ev Leary with son Allan and father George in
front of Learys Station.

BACKGROUND
Documents and Recollections / Media Coverage
The Leary brick-factory site was a source of local interest from its
inception. And thus the considerable number of articles, in local newspapers mainly, but also
in local histories, are an important source for facts, names, dates, and a variety of other
significant pieces required to assemble this historical puzzle.
All available articles are reprinted here. And because some of the information in a few of these
entries is occasionally incorrect, or contradictory, additional commentaries have been included
to clarify the historical record.
The first documentary reference to the Leary site comes from a ca. 1900 Carman Leader
newspaper article. Written by William Kneland, and entitled “A Large Prospective Industry at
Roseisle,” the report is brief but helpful:
“Mr. George Leary, of Roseisle, has formed a joint stock company for the manufacture of
brick, tile and earthenware at the mountain west of here. Large deposits of clay have been
found that will make the best of white building brick and drain tile. Under this strata of clay is
another deposit, something resembling shale only of a grey color, which when subjected to
heat melts to liquid and makes a natural glass suitable for earthenware, drain tile, etc.
Underneath this, again in an inexhaustible deposit, is of soft grey stone which when subjected
to the proper process, makes a cement of a quality second to none in the world’s markets. All
of these deposits are extensive and practically cannot be exhausted in a century. As soon as
railway communication can be got, which is hoped for next summer, extensive works will be
erected and one of the largest industries in Manitoba will be at our door. A large tract of these
valuable deposits are on the land of Mr. John Ager, who owns the property adjoining the
former gentleman. The analyst who tested the quality of the materials is the authority for
saying that coal will be found below these upper strata, which, if true, will facilitate the
manufacture of all the products of these various extensive beds of raw material on a scale of
great magnitude. It is stated several prominent capitalists have bought large shares in the stock
and that the lack of a railway alone hinders the immediate development of the work.”
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The next documentary evidence of activity at the Leary brick-making site comes via a
newspaper article from 1901. On page 5 of the Morden Chronicle’s edition of May 23, 1901, a
correspondent identified with the initials HJB (a common authorial attribution at this time)
provides this interesting account, under the title “Boyne Valley Brick Works:”
“The writer of this article had the opportunity a few days ago of visiting a new enterprise just
inaugurated in 13, 6-8, the Boyne Valley Brick Works. Mr. George Leary, one of the pioneer
settlers of the Pembina Mountain district, is the fortunate owner of this property and of others
in the neighbourhood as valuable. Six months ago, this site of the Boyne Valley Brick Works
was a howling wilderness. Now, as the result of the expenditure of a large amount of capital,
there is the nucleus of a rising town, no doubt with railway communication with the Northern
Pacific by a short spur at Altamont.
“Mr. Leary has a large gang of men at work in building, boring, clearing the land which is
heavily timbered, and in the manufacture of brick, for whose accommodation there has been
erected a large boarding house, under the management of Mr. and Mrs. Cook, late of Carman.
Mr. Leary’s own dwelling house, when finished, will be a handsome and comfortable home.
His office is already up and in operation.
“The necessary buildings for carrying on the work are not all erected yet, but a few weeks will
see everything in complete working order. The drying shed, 85 x 40 feet and three storeys high
is all ready to receive the manufactured article, which is being turned out in large quantities
daily in the neighbouring engine room. This building is 56 x 40 feet, containing the 45-horse
power engine and boilers, the brick making machine, etc. The water is pumped up from the
Boyne flowing past the works and the necessary clay and sand are brought to the building by
cars automatically run on an elevated tramway from opposite banks, the one clay and the other
sand. The kiln was not up on the occasion of the visit thus recorded, but probably is by this
time.
“The situation of the works is most beautiful and day by day will be of more easy reach. At
present these is a good road in from Roseisle, wending beautifully up and down dale, crossing
the Boyne on a good gravelly bottom at different places. The road from Altamont 7 miles
distant is also good. It was by this route that all the heavy machinery of the works was brought
in on sleighs, the brick machine alone weighing 29 tons.
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“Under the energetic management of Mr. Leary, a few months will see a wonderful change. As
soon as the brick works are in full swing it is in contemplation to being the manufacture of
commercial cement, earthenware and pottery, for which latter the best of material is at hand in
untold quantities. The Baptist minister of Carman, with that zeal so characteristic of the
denomination to which he belongs, has already commenced religious services at the works.
These are held fortnightly at Cook’s boarding house. Later on we hope to report as wonderful
individual development as the Boyne Valley Brick Works.”
This vivid account actually appears to combine factual evidence with anticipated activity at the
site. Thus we have a large boarding house (for the many men at work clearing the site and
working on brick production) and a large drying shed, with impressive dimensions of 85 x 40
feet, and three storeys in height. But there is no kiln, and the information about the “engine
room”—presumably the brick plant—while full of detail, might not actually have been
developed at this time. It is important to keep in mind that George Leary, or his local manager,
might have been regaling the reporter with future plans, in the hopes of generating interest and
investment in the operation. And these ideas might have made it into the account as equipment
and machinery already up and running.
In any case, several of the details from the article do not align with known activity at the site,
or with our knowledge of brick manufacture at this time, and at this place: the dimensions of
the building, given as 56 x 40 feet, are close to what was finally accomplished; but it is the
next part of the description that causes pause: “The water is pumped up from the Boyne
flowing past the works and the necessary clay and sand are brought to the building by cars
automatically run on an elevated tramway from opposite banks, the one clay and the other
sand.” We know that it was a shale bed that supplied the raw material for production, not clay;
and we know that material was brought to the plant-site via wheelbarrows, and then a tractor,
not via an elevated tramway. We also know that shale is formed into bricks via the dry-press
method, with no need of water in production. It is these fanciful additions that must make us
question this part of the account. And while there can be no doubt that something significant
was going on here in 1900, we cannot be sure exactly what that was.
We jump more than 70 years to find another notable entry on the Leary operation. This article,
appearing in the local history Pembina Country, and published in 1974, has been highlighted in
the Leary Papers with this handwritten note: “The most complete and accurate written account
of the brick-making plant at Leary’s.” Given that the author was Mrs. William Leary, we can
be quite confident of finding a number of solid facts and dates.
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“The Leary brick plant and its adjoining bank of shale is located on the SW ¼ of 13-6-8 West
at Leary’s, Manitoba in a valley along the Manitoba escarpment, 77 miles southwest of
Winnipeg.
“It was established in 1902 as the Boyne Valley Brick Company on land purchased August 29,
1900 by George Leary. The plant was further developed with government assistance in 1905
by George Leary and partners and incorporated as the Dominion Pressed Brick Company. It
operated under this name until 1910, when it was taken over by George Leary, and carried on
as a private enterprise until 1917 as Learys Brick Company.
“In 1917, as a result mainly of lack of demand due to World War I, the plant was forced to shut
down, and it remained inoperative until 1947, when William Leary, son of George Leary,
rebuilt [more accurately refurbished] the machinery and building and put it back into
production. With William Leary’s death in 1953, the plant again closed. It was purchased in
1962 by Erven Tallman of Winnipeg, who ran off one unsuccessful kiln of brick before selling
it back to the Leary family.
“The open bank behind the brickyard buildings has always been the source of raw material for
brick-making. This loose shale, grey in colour, is brought in, stockpiled and dried, then put
through a crusher and carried by bucket elevators to screens – the fine shale going to storage
bins above the press, and the coarse material returning to the crusher. The fine material then
goes to the press where the bricks are formed and dry-pressed under great pressure (six tons
per square inch). The raw bricks are placed by hand on loading carts and transferred directly to
the domed, down-draught kiln, [with a] capacity [of] 80,000 bricks, and burned for 12 to 16
days with wood fires. These fires are initially very low to remove the moisture and carbon, and
then increased very gradually over a period of days, until [the] black smoke ceases to come
from the big chimney. The last days of firing see the temperature of the kiln brought up to
about 1900 degrees Fahrenheit, and held there to fuse the materials in the bricks. They are
carefully checked during the final stages for shrinkage and fusing by extracting samples with
metal tongs from various portals in the kiln. As the bricks burn, they gradually turn from raw
coloured grey to pink and finally to red. Once burned, the kiln is sealed and allowed to cool
slowly for about two weeks.
“When the plant was first operated, two types of bricks were made – the dry-pressed and
another type referred to as common brick. For the latter, the shale was mixed with a small
amount of sand [and water] and was not dry pressed but was moulded wet and piled on pallets
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in the open air to dry. These bricks, once dried, were closed in and burned [via a clamp kiln].
Thus each time a load of bricks was to be burned, new kilns had to be constructed and torn
down again. It did turn out a good quality product. It required a great deal of hand labour, and
this is one reason why it was discontinued in later years.
“The secret in making bricks from this shale is in understanding the burning process; that is, in
burning out all of the carbon gradually before putting on heavy fires. They used wood for fuel,
which was expensive and inconvenient. If gas had eventually been brought to the area, the
plant possibly would have started production again.
“In the earlier years, bricks were transported by means of the CNR. A spur was built to a
loading platform near the plant. When the railway later closed down, they were taken by truck.
“There are many buildings throughout the province which have been made from these bricks –
homes, chimneys, the first Kelvin School, the older part of Fort Osborne Barracks, etc.
“The use of wood for fuel was expensive and inconvenient. If gas should eventually be brought
through that area, the plant will possibly start production again.”
A highly informative and entertaining article focusing on the Leary operation was printed in an
autumn 1947 edition of the Dufferin Leader. Entitled “Bricks From the Roseisle Hills,” and
penned by D.L.B. and L.C.J., the article provides more corroboration of facts and details:
“This story begins back about the year 1900, when free enterprise was no myth and men had a
boundless faith in the future of the New West – and of the Garden of Manitoba particularly.
The town of Carman had quadrupled in size in the previous decade, and men were sure that it
would go right on growing until it became quite a respectable little city – for every settlement
was thought of as being a potential metropolis. A few miles away to the west, in the Roseisle
hills, a man determined that he would do his share in helping the west to grow – and that he
would grow with it. He had found something in the earth that needed only the hand of skilled
man to turn it into one of the most necessary of all commodities for a growing community.
What the man had found was just mud; but his peculiar gift was the ability to turn that mud
into brick. And what that man saw when he looked at this mud was not what ordinary men
would see, for in it he saw a vision of sturdy, comfortable farm homes, elegant and spacious
town houses, fine office buildings and factories – all the evidence of the growth and prosperity
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of the New West – and all built of his brick. So, beside the sparkling little stream called the
South Boyne, nestled in a picturesque valley a few miles southwest of the thriving settlement
of Roseisle, Leary’s brick factory was built.
“The next few years were years of alternating hopes and disappointments. The first great boom
of settlement was subsiding; crop failures loomed to confront the farmers where there had
never been failures before; disillusioned was the greater where optimism had run so high;
existing settlements slowed and stopped growing and hung tenaciously to what they had,
content that the tide of progress should, at least, not reverse itself. For a time, brick building
reflected the continuing optimism of the community, but gradually frame buildings began to
appear instead, and Leary’s factory felt the pinch. The original Boyne Valley Brick Works
Company, organized under the leadership of Mr. Leary, and composed mainly of his
neighbours, gave way to the Dominion Press Brick Works Company, which included the late
Hon. R.P. Roblin, when it became clear that greater capitalization was necessary if the factory
was to survive. For a time all went well, but Mr. Leary was not satisfied to see his own
creation under the control of others, and he managed to regain control of it in 1910. He and his
sons then operated the plant as the Leary Brick Works, but were forced to shut down in 1917,
and lost control of it again.
“At the end of the first war another son of Mr. Leary, William, came home to the banks of the
South Boyne and began farming under the Soldier Settlement plan. But he always kept one eye
on the idle brick works down the valley – a constant reminder and challenge to him. For thirty
years he worked to bring possession of the factory back to his family. He set up a saw mill and
contracted for construction work anywhere and anytime – and all the time; he prides himself
on the fact that he acquired himself of all his obligations under the Solder Settlement plan; and
he still found time to serve for seven years on the Council of the municipality of Lorne. It took
time, and it took hard work, but over the years William Leary gained control, bit by bit, of the
whole of the valley in which his home and the idle brick works were situated. Soon he would
have started to make bricks – but his plans received a severe set-back when the second World
War began and he enlisted for another five-year stretch in the Service.
“But last year, late in the Fall, when other people were beginning to think of taking it easy for
the rest of the winter. William Leary’s plans began to come to fruition. He burned his first kiln
of brick. All summer he and Rod Ager, his right-hand man, had worked to put the plant in
operating condition. They had done everything humanly possible to make sure all would be
well. They had repaired and refurbished the old machinery after it had been idle for thirty
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years; they had inspected and repaired the kiln. And the most encouraging of all, they had
discovered an almost inexhaustible supply of pure shale free of limestone, right at their back
door – one of only two such deposits known by Mr. Leary in all of North America. They knew
they would not be plagued, as Mr. Leary’s father had been, with a sand containing limestone
which would slake and crack the bricks at the first rain. But neither of them had ever made
bricks before, so it was a pair of very anxious men who stood their watches night and day for
sixteen days last November over the kiln, keeping the fires going on the first burning of
Leary’s brick to take place for over thirty years.
“That burning was an unqualified success. Eighty thousand bricks, hard as rocks, smooth and
even in texture and colour, were taken from the kiln at the end of the burning. Some were
immediately sent to the Dominion Laboratories at Ottawa for testing, and Mr. Leary boasts that
three pressure-testing machines broke before a brick did. “Of course,” he adds with a twinkle,
“we made darn sure we sent good, hard brick down there!” Anyway, Ottawa was satisfied and
Leary’s brick went out into the market once again. Already it is performing a very useful
function right here in Carman, for the new vault at the Canadian Bank of Commerce is built of
brick made in the Roseisle hills.
“As this goes to press the second kiln of Leary’s brick has just been burned and is cooling,
ready for the market. When we visited the plant a short time ago the fires had been going under
the green bricks for three days, and the brick which Mr. Leary pulled out of the kiln was just
nicely warmed. During the next few days the temperature was built up in the kiln and the
bricks were thoroughly dried and turned jet black in colour by their carbon content. The carbon
has to be burned out without igniting the brick – a process that takes two or three days – then
the temperature is brought up to the fusing point of the shale, 1800°F. Mr. Leary explained that
the melting point is 2400°F, so he has a safe range of 600°F within which to burn. Fusing
temperature is maintained for two or three days, then the red-hot bricks are pulled out of the
kiln and allowed to cool – and Leary brick is ready for the market.
“The one kiln at the factory, with its capacity of 80,000, is not large enough to handle all the
green bricks that can be produced by the press at its full output of 22,000 per day. So while the
press stood idle during the burning process Mr. Leary took us on a very interesting tour of the
plant. The face of the shale deposit a few yards behind the plant is first scarified by a tractordrawn cultivator and the loose shale allowed to dry in the sun before being processed. When it
is dry it is fed under two six-ton crushing wheels suspended over a perforated steel turntable.
As the turntable revolves, the fine crushed sand is thrown to its edge by centrifugal force and
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falls though the perforations into an elevator. Carried to the top of a chute which feeds into a
mixer, the sand is again sifted as it falls through the chute and the coarser grains are fed back
into the crusher. Mixed to ensure evenness of colour, the fine sand is fed into the press, where
the dies exert on it a pressure of six tons per square inch. When the green bricks are taken from
the press Mr. Leary told us they are so hard he has driven nails with them. From the press they
are taken directly to the kiln and burned, with the press operating at full speed, about four days
output is enough to fill the kiln, and it must then stand idle until the burning is completed and
the kiln can be refilled.
“Much remains to be done before Mr. Leary will call himself satisfied with his labours. He has
made many improvements, such as using a tractor with a hydraulic lift instead of men and
wheelbarrows to carry the dry shale to the crusher, and replacing the old steam engine with a
tractor to operate the press. But he plans to build a large storage shed where enough dried shale
can be stored to enable him to operate in all weather, winter and summer. He would like to
build more kilns to enable him to operate the press at full capacity throughout the year. He
expects to build a storage shed this year, but is in no hurry to build more kilns since he prefers
to let the plant build itself up. His farm and his sawmill will still take much of his time, and he
is certain that in a few years business will still be good enough for him to sell all the bricks he
can produce when he does begin to operate at full capacity. He isn’t in a hurry to make a lot of
money – “They’d take it all in taxes anyway,” he says – and is contented just to have the
factory back under Leary ownership and making good bricks again.”
One final article focusing on Learys was developed by Ida Sanderson for two newspapers—
first in Western People, in the November 20, 1986 edition, and then in The Times (of Treherne)
from January 19, 1987. The articles are slightly different in their introductions, but identical in
remaining content. It is the Western People article that is copied here, under the title “Brick
chimney sentinel of family dreams:”
“Across the road from the Leary farm home southwest of Roseisle, Manitoba, is an abandoned
brick factory. Built about 1900 on the bank of the South Boyne River, it is sheltered by the
densely wooded hills of the Roseisle valley.
“When Don Leary returned in 1975 with his wife Elsie and family to farm in the valley in
which had had been born, he began refurbishing a home constructed of brick from the factory.
The house had been vacant for 22 years but he believed its sturdy construction would warrant
their efforts.
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“Leary remembers well the heyday of the Leary Brick Works, for two summers he worked
with his father, William Leary, carrying bricks from the press to the grated floor of the kiln and
stacking them one finger width apart, cutting wood for firing and packing finished product in
straw on railway cars. The bricks would then be shipped from Learys, the nearby railway
siding.
“The brick factory was conceived when Leary’s grandfather, George Leary, realized the mud
on the hillside across the Boyne from his home was suitable for making brick. He dreamed of
houses, schools, churches, offices building and factories made of Leary brick.”
Ms Sanderson then goes on to quote from other newspapers accounts, especially the article in
the Morden Chronicle noted above, from 1901, and the 1947 article in the Dufferin Leader.
But there are a few additional entries, not copied from earlier articles, that focused on Don
Leary, and are interesting additions to the record:
“Following two or three days of fusing, the red-hot bricks were allowed to cool. Vents in the
kiln, closed for the firing, were opened. Leary remembers the skill necessary at 1900 degrees
to grab a sample brick. Any hesitation meant melted tongs.”
“Don wouldn’t hazard a guess how many bricks were used to build the original double brick
walls, but knows the three-flue chimney, basement up, took 10,000. Although Don came back
to till the Leary land he remembers well the heyday of Leary Brick Works. His most vivid
memory? ‘The kiln glowing at 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit!’”
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BACKGROUND
Development of the Brick Plant
As noted above, in the various articles and anecdotes from newspapers,
corporate records, and family recollections, we are not entirely sure when the main brickmaking complex at the Leary site was inaugurated – perhaps 1901, perhaps 1902, perhaps
1905.
For the purposes of this project, which is primarily a focus on how the place operated, this date
is immaterial. But we would suggest 1905 as a likely time when the site as we see it today was
up and running – as a major example of Victorian industrial activity.
The following photographic catalogue highlights the major features and buildings associated
with the Leary brick-making activity. Note that these are exclusively of the exteriors of the
buildings; the important and fascinating interior workings, especially of the brick plant and
kiln, are the subjects of attention in the last section, and the last chapters, of this report. The
images presented here are in the main from the Leary Collection.

View, looking to the southwest, of the

William Leary photographed in the early

shale bank, from which the raw material

1950s resting on the recently ploughed shale

for the brick plant was located.

bank.
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Site plan of the buildings of the brick plant,
showing the ca. 1905 drying shed (A), the
connecting parts of the brick plant (B) (both
now gone), the work shed and boiler room
(C), the brick plant (D), the kiln (E) and the
chimney (F). The lined section connecting the
brick plant and kiln was a wooden sidewalk.
The shale bank was to the right on this
drawing and the roadway and rail line where
further to the left.

View from the back of the drying shed. Note
the open-air quality and the half-roof section
on the right-hand side. The shed was
replaced in the early 1960s when Erven
Tallman attempted a revival of the operation.
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Two views of the complex, from the 1940s.
While from nearly the same vantage point, the
images are included given that they show
distinct qualities at the site: at top, the tractor,
the extent of the drying shed and connecting
buildings; at bottom, the many cords of wood
surrounding the kiln in anticipation of firing.
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Three more views of the site, at top left
looking south (ca. 1950), at lower right looking
north (ca. 1910, courtesy Manitoba Archives)
and below a contemporary view, looking
northwest from the shale hill, showing the
drying shed and plant on the right and the kiln
and chimney on the left.
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Views of the brick plant, at top looking to the
southeast (ca. 1980, courtesy Manitoba
Archives) and below looking at the main westside face, ca. 1950. The top image shows the
shed-roofed section on the east side of the
building, containing the boiler and workroom.
The lower image shows more clearly the
metal-panel cladding used on the exterior
walls, and the large main wheel that originally
ran the drive train on the second floor.
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Views of the kiln and chimney. The kiln image is from ca. 1950, and is taken
looking to the east. The fireboxes at the lower level and small openings in the
main kiln wall are clearly visible here. The image of the chimney, looking to the
southeast, is from 1986, and is courtesy Western People magazine.
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Two important images of the Leary site.
At top is a fanciful impression (ca. 1910) used
on Leary letterhead at the time. It shows how
George Leary imagined the place would
eventually be, but also includes features and
buildings as they existed – thus we can see
from right to left the drying shed, brick plant,
kiln and chimney as they still stand (although
the shed of course was replaced), and even a
slightly dramatic interpretation of the shale hill
on the right-hand side. But the image also
features a large building to the left of the kiln,
presumably

anticipated

for

storage

or

perhaps more brick production, and a rail spur
line that was to run from the shale hill to the
kiln/plant area.
The image below has a caption that reads:
“George Leary, Bill and Val and workers
stacking common brick for burning,” and is
dated 1905. The rough nature of the
protective structure and the form of the brick
pile all suggest a scove kiln, the kind of
rudimentary brick-making technology used at
the site for several years. It is this image, and
the date, that make one wonder if the much
more sophisticated dry-press brick-making
technology was not yet up and running.
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Two other family members associated with
the brickworks.
Far Left: Val Leary, youngest brother of
George Jr., Ev and Bill. Val likely worked at
the first incarnation of the operation, but was
not involved with William’s 1947 re-tooling of
the place for activity in the late 1940s and
early 1950s. Val farmed the adjacent property
to the west.
Near Left: Rod Ager as a young man. Rod
Ager was Armintha Leary’s brother and was
married to Loretta (Ett) Leary. He was Bill
Leary’s right-hand man during the brick
operation’s activity in the 1940s and 1950s.
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Site context: Top left of the South Boyne
River, here blocked with a very fine beaver
dam; bottom left of the shale dryer that Erven
Tallman brought to the site in 1962 when he
unsuccessfully

attempted

to

revive

the

operation; and above, of the landscape of the
Leary site – this view looks back to the site
from a hill to the northwest.
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Image of shale chunks taken from a hillside
nearby the Leary site. This would have been
exactly the kind of raw material used in the
brick manufacture. The largest piece here is
about nine inches long and three inches wide.
Note the layered quality of the shale chunk on
the right-hand side. All of these pieces
separate into smaller chunks fairly easily, but
actually handling them suggests that they
would need to be ground up even more for
brick production.
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BACKGROUND
Ancillary Site Features
In 2018, the Leary brick-factory site still boasts its most important features – the
brick plant, kiln and chimney. A fine brick house, built by Bill Leary, stands on the northeast
side of the current roadway. And operational modifications from the 1960s by Erven Tallman,
which saw the replacement of the original drying shed with a large metal-roofed structure, and
the addition of a large shale drying machine, are still present on the site.
But other important buildings and features that once made this part of the South Boyne River
Valley such a vibrant and special place are all gone: three other houses, a barn, various sheds
and garages and other storage buildings – some of these used for ongoing farming and sawmill
activity by the extended Leary family. Beyond the immediate boundaries of the site, to the
north, there was once a small railway station (called Learys), and a loading dock. There was
also the track of the Canadian Northern Railway (later Canadian National), which allowed for
twice-daily train service between Carman and Somerset, and would have been a major
distraction for anyone in the valley, as its locomotive and cars trundled on its course. Leary
School, north of the brick-yard site and atop a hill, is also long gone. This section of the study
includes photographs of most of these buildings and features, all drawn from the Leary
Collection. A site plan is also included for better reference.
First known image of the Leary site – thought
to be from the winter of 1906, and looking to
the southwest. It is possible to make out, left
to right, the drying shed, common brick shed
(middle foreground), white house (George
and Armintha house), kiln chimney, and bunk
house. The family referred to George and
Armintha’s house as the “White House,” not
because it was the centre of operations, but
because it was a white frame structure.
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This site plan shows the main features of the
Leary site; north is to the upper right corner.
The shale deposit, South Boyne River and
small wooden bridge across the Boyne are
shown at the bottom of the plan (the bridge
may have been a short-lived feature – later
recollections have a culvert covered with
stones). The bridge led to the drying shed,
which was connected to the brick plant –
shown as the major black form. The kiln and
chimney were to the left (west). Various
residential buildings are further to the west
(left): the White House, Bunkhouse, and Brick
House. The sawmill was to the south of the
Bunkhouse, and a small barn (with brick
stable walls) was to the north of the Brick
House. Well-worn paths connected all these
parts of the site. Further northwest (left, top of
plan) were the loading dock, Learys Station
and the Canadian Northern (later National)
Rail line, heading east-west. The roadway ran
along the course of the rail line, to the north.
Further east along the roadway about a
quarter of a mile (but not shown on this
drawing) was the site of another brick house,
which burned in 1933 and was replaced by
the current brick house of 1935.
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Top: View looking east down the main road
showing various important features of the
Leary site: loading dock, rail track, and to the
left Ev Leary’s ca. 1912 brick house (burned
in 1933 and replaced in 1935).
Centre: Learys Station, looking north across
the tracks. Ina Bramadat’s George Leary
booklet contains a reminiscence of Alice
Hood: “Later in the 1900s the CN Railway
came through, and a little red station was built
and named Learys. It had a waiting room with
seats all around an iron stove, and an arm
chair for Mr. Leary, who carried the mail to
and from the post office for many years. It had
another room for coal and freight …. There
were two trains a day, for years, one coming
from the east and one coming from the west.
There was also a loading platform to the west
of the station, for loading the cars of cordwood
and stock, etc.”
Below: Leary School, a good example of a
one-room design developed by architect
Samuel Hooper for the Department of
Education in 1903.
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Left, top and bottom, and below – three of the
Leary houses. The topmost image is of the
“Brick House,” which was built on the brick
plant site by George Leary Jr. in ca. 1911.
Below left is the second brick house, built by
Ev Leary ca. 1912, and situated north and
east of the railway tracks. Both of these
houses burned – the ca. 1912 one in 1933,
and the ca. 1911 one in 1939. Bill Leary and
his wife Edith designed and rebuilt a new
house (below, and still standing) on the
burned-out site of the ca. 1912 house. They
reused salvaged bricks from the burned out
ruins along with new bricks in the upper
portion.
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Contextual images of the site: Top left of two
teenage girls waiting for the train at Learys
Station; below left of the brick plant and
connecting structures (ca. 1950; a very close
look reveals Donald Leary pushing a cart of
newly-pressed brick out of the brick plant
doors); top right also of the brick plant; and
above of a group inspecting a load of green
bricks on a cart being moved from the brick
plant to the kiln.
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